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magine this scenario:A bank's contact center representative
is talking on the phone to a prospective customer who is

I
I considering taking out a rather large loan. Within seconds,
the customer has the necessary paperwork in front of him and

The technology is currently most prevalent in industries
that require contractsto closebusiness.Significantly,these are
traditionally conservative industries, such as financial services
and insurance,which are known for cautious acceptanceof new

needs only to sign on the dotted line to officially close the deal.
The customer electronically adds his signature to the documents,

It's growing slowly because you're dealing with conservative

and both the customer and the rep are pleasedwith the speedin
which the transactionis finalized.

Noakes-Fry, a researchdirector for the researchfirm Gartner.

In the not-so-recentpast, such a businessprocesswould have

solutions. "We're seeinga growing interest in finance and insurance.
areas, but they're definitely seeing the need," says Kristen
AJso leading the charge, says Noakes-Fry, is the interest in

taken days-with

the outcome uncertain until the customer
received the paperwork via traditional mail, signed it, and sent it

automating processesthat were once completd reliant on paperor partially reliant on paper. Think about the documents you can

back. With the technology that powers e-signatures,that time lag

fill out online but need to print out, sign, and then mail back to the

is becoming a thing of the past.

service provider. "Where that can be speeded up, it reduces a lot
of friction and effort. If you're in a businessor contract situation, it

It's been 8 years since t}le Electronic Signature Act-legislation
that makes electronic signaturesas legally binding as paper-based

makes it more likely to happen," adds Noakes-Fry.

signatures-was signed by President Clinton. Although it's been
nearly a decade,the use of e-signaturetechnology is now steadily

cost savings surrounding a diminished retance on paper and

gaining more widespread prominence and acceptance

postage. In addition, fewer people have to be involved in the

Technology providers attribute ttris, in part, to the evolution of
the technology into easy-to-usesolutions that can seamlesslyinte-

process,and those involved are more efficient. "If the rep can
closeyou while you're still on the phone, you're not going to go to

grate into their customers' current processes."If it's not 10 times
easier, no one's going to use it," says Jason Lemkin, CEO and

my competitor and I'm going to make more money," saysLemkin.

co-founder of EchoSign."It's got be easyand two clicksaway. You

very important,"

need state-of-the-art technology to make this l-0 times easier."
Using web-based plaforms, e-signaturetechnology providers have

DocuSigl. "I don't care if you're a vice president of sales,a CEO
or a CFO, you really like the idea of closing deals or getting

created a solution that doesn't require customers to dow'n-load

customer commitrnent on piecesof paper that generaterevenue

software or enlist the help of their IT deparhnents. They can

for your business.The pace of businessmeans it never slows

facilitate the movement of electronic documents themselves.

down. So the ability to be faster with getting documents and
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The most obvious benefits of streamlining the processesare the

That money will also be made faster. "That time to revenue is
adds Lambert Jemley, VP of marketing for
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serves as a competitive advantage for
those that implement it, especiallyfinancial
Dm.

institutions. "Since these companies
[that issue student loans, for example]
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institution, this reduces the risk of losing
that business to a competitor. Anytime
you give someone a conhact and they go

any sales and marketing professional.

worked to offer solutions that match each

E-signature technology helps facilitate

individual company's specific needs. For

away and think about it, a lot can happen."

the process. Interlink Electronics' e-

instance, DocuSign offers products

Chances are, if consumers begin

signature solutions are housed under an

designed for small and large customers.

transactions online, they will want to

eSIGN Anywhere platform, enabling

complete them there. E-signature technology truly enablescompaniesto provide

customers to sign in different applications

DocuSign Web is geared toward small
businesseswith 20 or fewer employees.

and locations. "We call it eSIGN Anywhere

DocuSiga Professional is an enterprise-

a complete electronic process that takes a

because you capture the customer when

level product that automates document

customer throughout the life cycle of a
particular transaction, "Once they start

they're ready to act; whether it's online,

processes and places signature areas

in the branch, or with an insuranceagent

into documents so people know where

doing

that has visited your home," says

to place their e-signatures. DocuSign

they're likely to stay electronic," says

Nathalie Benoit, marketing director for

Enterprise is for larger customers and

Robert Nilsson, VP of marketing and
market development for elynx.

Interlink Electronics.

integrates into customers' existing

an application

electronically,

Businessesof all sizeshave begun to

Engagingcustomen when they are ready

recognize the value of e-signature

to make a purdrase is the ultimate goal of

technology. Technology providers have

software applications.
THE IEGAIITY HURDTE
Regardless of the guarantees the
Electronic Signature Act affords when
it comes to the legality of signatures,
technology providers still find that they
must diminish potential customers'
fears on the subject. Some customers
also question the safety and security of
e-signatures, when they are perhaps much
safer than traditional pen and paper.
"Documents that have been signed

;

with e-signatureshave appeared in court,
but the problem usually has been along
the lines that the oerson didn't do what he

lnterlink s e-signature software secureiy enlbeds
a signature within a document.
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document ready to sign.The email contains
a unique URL that directs them to a
secure portal. Once there, customers
enter a tser ID and password. Then, they
are askedan averageof four "out of wallet"
questions(suchas, "What is your mother's
maiden name?") before gaining accessto

V

1

the document.Once signed,the document

Slonatürs
I1{. Bonorir's

is sent by elynx back to the customer who
initiated the document. "It's very clean and
simple," saysNilsson. "You see the document like you seeit in the paper world. It's
the sameconsumerexperience."

said he was going to do, not that he is

document that needs a signature, and

xyzmo USA, LLC takesit a stepfurther

refuting the signature," says Noakes-Fry,

selectswhether the document requires an

by digitally capturing signatures to

who cited a separate case in which

e-signature or a fax-generated one. The

ensure their validity, according to

employeeswere applying e-signaturesto

recipient types his name and initials, and

managing partner Juergen Hirtenfelder.

other peoples' documents."That wasn't a
problem ofthe signaturesorthe technology,

the system applies a signature stamp.

The company's technology embeds sig-

Both the recipient and sender receive

natures into electronic documents.When

it was a problem of managementof that
particular institution," she says. "Forgery

signedPDFs via email.

userssign with a stylus, the style and biometric parameters (such as the pressure

is going to be forgery. Poor training is

TI{ESECURITY
ISSUE

applied and movements made when

going to be poor training. The samepeople

Technology providers have built

signing) are recorded, enabling effective

would have initialed the documentswith a
pen, thinking it was okay."

security-related functions into their

verification of the signatures."It cannot

products to ensure the safety for their

be manipulated," saysHirtenfelder.

To help increase customer comfort,
EchoSign offers end users the option of

customers. With elynx's

e-signature

Additionally, paper documents are
really more susceptibleto fraud, according

using an electronic signafure or completing

solution, uSign, customers receive an
email notification (branded by the elynx

a transaction on paper. According to

client) that informs them that they have a

easier to forge a person's signature on a

to Jemley. He explains that it's certainly

Lemkin, 95% of EchoSign's customers
rely solely on the e-signature technology;
the remaining 5% combine the e-signatures
with fax signatures(written signaturesthat

aglr&Ndb|ql

are routed to the sendervia fax). Sometimes,
customers will

use the

e-signature
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technology on some contracts and the
written signafureson others, adds Lemkin.
EchoSign's solution involves sending
PDF forms back and forth from senderto
recipient. The sender, using a process
similar to sending an email, types the
recipient's email address, attaches a
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document using a pen than it is to misrepresent someone with an electronic

Noakes-Fry says that she expects an
increased interest in product suites

throughout a particular transaction.

signature. "E-signaturesare more secure

offering complete e-signaturesolutions-

ePad products,as well as standardweb

and tamper-proof,"saysJemley.

those that can take the customerthrough
the entire process,"not just the signature,

browsers and smartphones.Users can
verify the validity of signatures with

fraud by attaching a series of 72 to 20
letters and numbers above an electronic signature."It's a sub-setof 128

but the whole workflow, from the offering
of the document, the signing,the routing

Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader.

of the document,the storage,and that it

characters and numbers associated

would be auditable at the end," she

enablingan effective and securesigning
environment for salesrepresentativesfor

with the signature," explains Jemley.
"lt is mathematically impossible that

adds. Making the processseamlessand

their customersvia smartphones.

transparent will undoubtedly aid in the
technology's further adoption. "This is

customer questions about the legality

definitely going to move along and we'll
find it more built in to more processes

and secudty of e-signatures,he feels that
the e-signature technology is truly part

and transactions,"saysNoakes-Fry."It's
possible for something like this to disappear into the mainstream."

similar to what ecommerce was in

DocuSign helps protect users from

someone could come up with those
hidden letters and numbers." The use
of electronic signatures can also help
reduce the incidence of identity theft
since it reduces the amount of paper
generated-paper that can be stolen
after it's discarded.

Emcee is compatible with Interlink's

Interlink also launched Emcee Mobile,

Jemley says that despite prospective

of an emergingindustry. "I think we're
1995," says Jemley. "We're emerging as

"Until recently, the technology wasn't

an industry, but we're not yet on magazine

RE-SIGNED
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there," says EchoSign'sLemkin. "We're
just starting to take off as businesseslook

talked about, every board of directors

Overall, experts agree that end users
(typically consumers) are much more

for web servicesproactively to make their
businessesbetter. We're starting to see it

and C-level executiveasked'What is our

easily sold on the benefits of e-signature

right now. Just in the last year, the web
hascaughtup to make e-signafures
work."

every company had to think about it. We're

technology than the organizational customers the technology suppliers target.
"Two things are happening. People are
getting more and more used to doing
things electronically," says Noakes-Fry,

E-signature technology providers are
continually refining their solutions for
the marketplace. In March, Interlink
Electronics launched a new component
to its eSIGN Anywhere platform, the

who likens the experience to the one
season ticket holders at Disney World

IntegriSign Emcee. The new product

have when they gain admittance to the
park after scanningtheir fingerprints. The

the e-signing process, from document

technology"is becomingmore transparent

review to an audit trail that offers time-

and friendly to the signer."

date stamps for actions accomplished
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covers. When ecommerce was being

ecommerce strategy?' Then, suddenly,
on the cusp of becoming a well-known
company in an industry that just makes
businesssense." Market penetration is
key, says Hirtenfelder, and as the
larger companiescontinue to adopt the
technology, more and more people will
get accustomedto using it. E

enablescustomersto effectively manage
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